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Mid-18th century Women’s Riding Habit or Traveling Ensemble
Keywords: 18th Century, Women’s, Riding Habit, Traveling Ensemble
This ensemble was created to do a deep dive into 18th century women’s apparel
construction and shaping. Using extent design patterns made as reproductions from the Victoria
and Albert Museum Collection as a base, this was a project built up from the inner chemise
undergarment through the top jacket. Using a combination of two pattern companies,
Reconstructing History (2006), and J. P. Ryan (2016), and period correct materials, where
possible, the ensemble was created to help inform my students about apparel created in the mid18th century. Students value the experience of seeing garments put on from the bottom up, and it
gives them a thorough understanding of not just what the final look shows, but also the amount
of work involved in creating and dressing that this particular ensemble entails. Both pattern
resources briefly discussed the provenance of the designs, materials used and general explanation
of women’s design during this time period of 1730-1760’s England. J.P. Ryan linked the item
number from the V & A collection for their designs. Each layer builds up the ensemble from the
chemise, stays, hoop petticoat, pockets, bum roll, linen shirt, waistcoat, petticoat, and finally the
jacket.
I attempted to make the garments using traditional hand methods, but due to time
constraints, used a combination of both sewing machine and hand stitching. Before and during
this process, I researched these garments using several texts. I also planned visits to the Victoria
& Albert collections as well as the Bath Fashion Museum over 2020 spring break. This part of
the research was delayed due to the Covid-19 pandemic. The most helpful text was Susan
North’s 18th Century Fashion in Detail, however each pattern came with not only construction
information, but usually some good historical background information as well. These will be
listed in references, but taken together, gives a fairly accurate overall impression. At this time in
history, most clothing would have been handmade to order from local tailors (North, 2018). Each
design would be created and fit to a single person and the quality would depend on the
experience of, and materials available to, the tailor. Riding habits would have been made by a
tailor as opposed to women’s other garments during this period, which would have been made by
a mantua-maker (North, 2018).
The process I used was first ordering the historical patterns, making pattern corrections
for fit, and making muslin toiles to insure fit. I found period appropriate fabrications, trims and
findings, cut and constructed each piece beginning with the chemise, then stays, hoop petticoats
on up to the jacket. Each piece works nicely to form a unified ensemble. This is a very useful
teaching “living history” tool for our History of Dress course.
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